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Background / Context:  

In a traditional regression-discontinuity design (RDD), units are assigned to treatment 

and comparison conditions solely on the basis of a single cutoff score on a continuous 

assignment variable. The discontinuity in the functional form of the outcome at the cutoff 

represents the treatment effect, or the average treatment effect at the cutoff. However, units are 

often assigned to treatment on more than one continuous assignment variable. Recent 

applications of RD designs in education have had multiple assignment variables and cutoff 

scores available for treatment assignment. For example, Jacob and Lefgren (2004a) and 

Matsudaira (2008) examined the effects of summer remedial education programs that were 

assigned to students based on missing a reading score cutoff, a math cutoff or both. Kane (2003) 

and van der Klaauw (2002) evaluated the effects of college financial aid offers on students’ post-

secondary school attendance by using measures of income, assets and grade point average (Kane, 

2003) or grade point average and SAT scores (van der Klaauw, 2002) as multiple assignment 

variables in an RD design. Papay, Murnane, and Willett (2010) and Martorell (2004) looked at 

the effects of failing high school exit exams in two subject areas – English language arts and 

math – on the probability of students’ graduating from high school. Finally, Gill et al. (2007) 

examined the effects of schools’ failure to make Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) under No 

Child Left Behind by missing one of 39 possible assignment criteria. All are examples of the 

multivariate regression discontinuity design (MRDD), where treatment assignment is based on 

cutoffs for two or more covariates rather than a single point along an assignment variable. 

MRDDs are not unique to education; they also occur with increasing frequency in other fields of 

research, such as in the evaluation of labor market programs (Card, Chetty & Weber, 2007; 

Lalive, Van Ours & Zweimüller, 2006; Lalive, 2008).  

Purpose / Objective / Research Question / Focus of Study: 

  This paper has three purposes. The first is to use potential outcomes notation (Holland, 

1986; Rubin, 1974) to define the causal estimand !
MRD

 for an MRDD with two assignment 

variables (M and R) and cutoffs. We show that the frontier average treatment effect !
MRD  may be 

decomposed into a weighted average of two univariate RDD effects, !
M

 at the M-cutoff and !
R

 

at the R-cutoff. We introduce the term frontier average treatment effect to emphasize that the 

MRD design estimates treatment effects only for the sub-population of units located at the cutoff 

frontier, as opposed to the average treatment effect for the overall study population. This is 

analogous to the univariate RD design, where only the average treatment effect at the cutoff is 

estimated. In both cases, the average treatment effect of the study population may be inferred 

from the local estimates at the cutoff frontiers only when constant treatment effects can be 

reasonably assumed.   

The second purpose of this paper is to provide guidance on the complexities of choosing 

an appropriate causal estimand of interest. Because each frontier produces a separate impact 

estimate, treatment effects may be reported individually (!
M

 and !
R
) or pooled across multiple 

frontiers (!
MRD

). We show that in most cases, the frontier-specific effects will be the preferred 

causal estimand over the frontier average treatment effect !
MRD

 because the latter is not scale-

invariant. That is, !
MRD

 depends crucially on the metric and scaling of the assignment variables. 

Estimating !
MRD

 makes sense only if either the frontier-specific treatment effects are 
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homogeneous or the assignment variables’ metrics and scales are comparable. In this paper, we 

elaborate further on issues related to choosing an appropriate causal estimand in MRD designs, 

and highlight the contexts and conditions required for preferring frontier-specific effects over a 

pooled effect. Finally, the paper seeks to test four analytic approaches for estimating treatment 

effects in an MRD design – the frontier, centering, univariate, and instrumental variable (IV) 

approaches – and to identify the causal estimand(s) produced by each approach.  

Significance / Novelty of study: 

A regression-discontinuity design with multiple assignment variables raises challenges 

that are distinct from those identified in a traditional RD design. Treatment effects for an RD 

design with multiple assignment variables may be identified across multiple cutoff frontiers as 

opposed to a single point along the assignment variable. Thus, analytic procedures for estimating 

treatment effects across a multi-dimensional space are more complex and require more 

observations than approaches for estimating a treatment effect at a single point along the 

assignment variable. Although Cook et al. (2009), Reardon and Robinson (in press), and Papay, 

Willett, and Murnane (2011) outline various procedures for estimating treatment effects in an 

MRD design, the proposed approaches have not been derived formally, nor have they been tested 

empirically to examine their relative benefits and disadvantages.    

Statistical, Measurement, or Econometric Model:  

Unlike the traditional RD design, the multivariate regression-discontinuity design 

(MRDD) has an assignment process that is based on two or more assignment variables. In this 

paper, we consider only sharp MRDDs with two assignment variables, R and M, with respective 

cutoffs rc and mc. Units are assigned to treatment if they miss cutoff rc, mc, or both. Figure 1 

shows that units are assigned to the control condition C if they score above both cutoffs 

( R
i
! r

c
,M

i
! m

c
) and to the treatment condition T if they score below either cutoff ( R

i
< r

c
 or 

ci
mM < ). We partition the treatment assignment space into three subsets: T1 if units miss only 

cutoff rc, T3 if they miss only cutoff mc, and T2 if they miss both cutoffs. Though we partition the 

treatment space into three subspaces, we assume that all cases receive exactly the same treatment 

(otherwise, more than one potential treatment outcome needs to be considered). In this design, R 

and M may be reading and math test scores (respectively), treatment may be a standardized test 

preparation course, and assignment to treatment may be based on whether students fail to 

achieve minimum threshold scores for reading or math. Although this is a fairly specific 

implementation of an MRDD, the results presented here also apply to MRDDs where treatment 

and control conditions are swapped. Figure 1 shows the cutoff frontier 

F = {(r,m) : (r ! r
c
,m = m

c
)" (r = r

c
,m ! m

c
)}  at which the frontier average treatment effect is 

estimated. Assuming complete treatment compliance, the frontier average treatment effect !
MRD  

is given by the expected difference in potential outcomes at the cutoff frontier: 

!
MRD

= E[Y
i
(1) "Y

i
(0) | (R

i
,M

i
)#F] .  

Since the cutoff frontier consists of the R-frontier along assignment variable M, 

F
R
 = {(r,m) : (r = r

c
,m ! m

c
)} , and the M-frontier along assignment variable R, 

F
M

 = {(r,m) : (r ! r
c
,m = m

c
)} , we can decompose the frontier average treatment effect into a 

weighted average of the treatment effects at the R- and M-frontiers. Let the difference in 

potential outcomes be G
i
= Y

i
(1) !Y

i
(0)  and the joint density function for assignment variables R 

and M be ),( mrf , then, we can define the treatment effect at the cutoff frontier F as the 

weighted average of conditional expectations given the single frontiers FR and FM: 
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!
MRD

= E[G
i
| (R

i
,M

i
)!F] = w

R
E[G

i
| R

i
!F

R
]+w

M
E[G

i
|M

i
!F

M
]

= w
R
!
R
+w

M
!
M

 ,
   

where weights wR and wM reflect the probabilities for observing a unit at the R- or M-frontier. 

wR =

f (r = rc ,m)dm
m!mc

"

f (r = rc ,m)dm
m!mc

" + f (r,m = mc )dr
r!rc

"
  and  

wM =

f (r,m = mc )dr
r!rc

"

f (r = rc ,m)dm
m!mc

" + f (r,m = mc )dr
r!rc

"
. 

The conditional expectations represent the treatment effects 
R

!  and 
M

!  at the two discontinuity 

frontiers FR and FM since 

! R = E[Gi | Ri "FR ] =

g(r,m) f (r = rc ,m)dm
m#mc

$

f (r = rc ,m)dm
m#mc

$
 and  

!M = E[Gi |Mi "FM ] =

g(r,m) f (r,m = mc )dr
r#rc

$

f (r,m = mc )dr
r#rc

$
, 

where g(r,m) = y
1
(r,m) ! y

0
(r,m)

 

is the difference in potential outcomes. Note that !
R

 is the 

The decomposition of the frontier average treatment effect of an MRDD into a weighted 

average of unviariate RDD effects, 
R

!  and 
M

! , reveals that the frontier average treatment effect 

!
MRD

 depends on weights wR and wM. Since the weights are determined by integrating the joint 

density ),( mrf  along frontier F, their ratios depend crucially on the metric and scaling of 

assignment variables R and M. This is an unpleasant property of MRDD that is of special 

relevance whenever assignment variables are on a different metric or measurement scale and the 

treatment effects for frontiers FM and FR differ (!
M
" !

R
). 

Usefulness / Applicability of Method:  

An MRDD with two assignment variables allows the estimation of three different causal 

quantities: two frontier-specific effects, 
R

!  and 
M

! , and the frontier average treatment effect 

!
MRD

. We will present the following four estimation procedures to estimate treatment effects: the 

frontier, centering, univariate, and instrumental variable approach. The frontier approach 

estimates treatment effects by first modeling the discontinuity at the cutoff frontier using 

parametric, semiparametric or nonparametric procedures, and then by applying appropriate 

treatment weights to each cutoff frontier to estimate ! 	
  ��� . The approach estimates the frontier 

average treatment effect (!
MRD

) and frontier-specific effects (!
M

 and !
R
) simultaneously. It is a 
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more flexible extension of an approach introduced by Berk and de Leeuw (1999), which relied 

on parametric regression estimation of the entire response surface under the assumptions of 

constant treatment effects and a correctly specified regression model. The frontier approach we 

propose relaxes these assumptions by allowing for heterogeneous treatment effects along the 

cutoff frontier. Its limitation, however, is that it estimates the frontier average treatment effect, as 

opposed to the more general average treatment effect estimated by Berk and de Leeuw’s method. 

In the centering approach, all assignment variables are centered at their respective cutoffs, and 

each unit is assigned its minimum centered assignment score. The minimum assignment score is 

used then as the single assignment variable in a traditional univariate RDD to estimate !
MRD

. 

This approach was employed by Gill et al. (2007) in their evaluation of No Child Left Behind. In 

the univariate approach, researchers choose a single assignment variable and cutoff to estimate a 

frontier-specific effect, and exclude all observations that are assigned to treatment via the second 

assignment variable and cutoff. Jacob and Lefgren (2004a) applied this approach in their 

evaluation of Chicago remedial education programs. Finally, in the IV approach, researchers use 

at least one assignment mechanism as an instrument for treatment receipt and designate units 

assigned by the second assignment variable and cutoff as treatment-misallocated cases. Cook et 

al. (2009) and Reardon and Robinson (in press) propose this approach for analyzing MRDDs, but 

it has yet to be examined empirically. For each approach, we discuss the causal quantities, 

theoretical underpinnings, and required assumptions. Through Monte Carlo simulations, we will 

examine the performance of the four approaches. Overall, we find that the frontier, centering, 

univariate, and IV approaches succeed in producing unbiased treatment effects when their design 

and analytic assumptions are met. 

Conclusions:  

Our analytic and simulation will work highlight the complexities of choosing an 

appropriate causal estimand in an MRD design. In many cases, the frontier average treatment 

effect may not have a meaningful interpretation because it does not make sense to pool effects 

across multiple frontiers. If at one frontier, the estimate indicates no effect and at the other 

frontier, a significant positive effect, then the average effect across the entire frontier rests on a 

scale-dependent weighting scheme. In these cases, we recommend that researchers estimate 

frontier-specific effects because !
M

 and !
R
 can provide at least upper and lower bounds for the 

overall treatment effect. In addition, without strong assumptions (e.g., constant treatment 

effects), the frontier-specific effects !
M

 and !
R
 is less general than what would be obtained from 

a traditional univariate RDD with a corresponding assignment variable and cutoff. That is 

because the cutoff of a traditional RDD is not restricted by the cutoffs of additional assignment 

variables (e.g., units with Mi<mc are excluded for estimating treatment effects at FR). Still, the 

presence of multiple cutoff-frontiers has the advantage of exploring the heterogeneity of 

treatment effects along different dimensions. Finally, the frontier-specific and frontier average 

treatment effect cannot be generalized beyond the sub-population of units that is close to the 

cutoff frontiers. As with standard RDD, MRDD produces only the treatment effects along the 

cutoff frontier(s) as opposed to across the entire response surface. Thus, researchers have the 

onus of communicating to practitioners and policy-makers which causal quantities are evaluated, 

explaining why these are the causal quantities of interest, and discussing the benefits and 

limitations of the results.  
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Figure 1. MRDD with two assignment variables R and M 
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